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Knight Frank says  the switch from a seller's  to a buyer's  market is  already underway across  mos t prime res idential markets , per 2023 forecas ts .
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By AMIRAH KEAT ON

Global real estate agency Knight Frank presents an adjustment to its prime residential predictions expectations for
2023 from 2.7 percent to 2 percent, down from the global research network's June 2022 estimates.

Though seemingly small, the tiny changes represent billions in global real estate values. A reported switch from a
seller's to a buyer's market is exemplified in fifteen of Knight Frank's previously predicted 25 cities or 60 percent
expect prime prices to increase in 2023, down from the 18 or 72 percent the firm published six months ago.

"Homeowners are having to grapple with the unpredictability of soaring inflation, the rising cost of debt and higher
taxes," said Kate Everett-Allen, head of international residential research at Knight Frank, in a statement.

"Although prime markets are more insulated to the fallout from higher mortgage costs, they're not immune."

Knight Frank's forecast
The company's latest report foreshadows prime residential futures globally for 2023. To start, of Knight Frank's 25-
city analysis, Dubai is the clear front-runner for next year.

Knight Frank reports that the city leads the prime price forecast for 2023, touting 13.5 percent in annual prime market
growth.

The market is cashing in on the capital outflow of other countries, as stricter global monetary policies and taxes are
met with the proliferation of preventive measures from HNWIs (high-net-worth individuals).

A real estate tax law up for vote in the U.S. provides evidence of said spread.
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Knight Frank's  infographic identifies  key prime res idential market trends  for 2023. Image credit: Knight Frank

Tying for second place in annual prime market growth are Miami and Los Angeles all eyes are on the latter
jurisdiction, as city legislators consider a "Mansion Tax" for homes in the area priced above $5 million.

Elsewhere, Zurich, Vancouver, Paris and Singapore count policy shifts and weak currencies among current forces
driving foreign demand.

In actuality, Singapore is the sole Asian city of the list's  top 10, one of just four whose forecast has climbed since
Knight Frank's June 2022 reporting round.

New visa measures and government efforts to attract additional family offices have aided in positioning the city-
state as Asia's regional wealth hub, according to the firm's experts.

Separately, New York City's 2023 forecast is down 2 percent from 2022. London and Seoul come in last in rankings
Knight Frank predicts prices will dip 3 percent next year.

Besides laying out regional markets, Knight Frank's report also identifies the top five risks to residential prime
markets in 2023.

These include rising mortgage rates, geopolitical tensions, higher taxes on income, wealth and property, currency
shifts and an undersupply of luxury homes.

Conversely, the firm presents the following safe haven capital flight, investments in infrastructure, alternative asset
volatility, currency play and target markets offering relative value as the upcoming year's five areas of opportunity.

Knight Frank's realistic look at 2022 expectations, both wins and woes, quell any doubts regarding the accuracy of
expert analysis, stemming from the company's prediction misses.

The firm provides  prime price forecas ts  across  key markets , showcas ing comparisons  between June 2022 and now. Image credit: Knight Frank

Extenuating circumstances for the United Arab Emirates market are repeatedly cited amid the firm's disclosure of
what it got right and wrong in 2022.

Its leaders cite Dubai's rapid rise in comparative real estate value during and since the pandemic, forecast by very
few.

Had the United Arab Emirates capital been removed from its estimated annual price growth equation, the firm says it
only would have been off by two percent for over half the 25 2022's city listings.

Qualitative queries
Learnings from a survey polling across four primary markets commissioned by Knight Frank and conducted
between Sep. 21 and Sep. 30, 2022.

U.S., U.K., Singapore and the Chinese mainland accounts reveal that globally, the historical stability of HNWIs'
collective net worth during global economic downturns is most poignantly reflected amid data on attitudes and
behaviors.

Singaporean HNWIs are the most optimistic about the direction of local house prices, as 86 percent of respondents
expect an increase in the next 12 months.
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London is where most global HNW respondents are likely to purchase over the next one to two years of the 10 cities
listed, while the Chinese mainland's top earners are the ones purchasing 94 percent are planning to buy a property in
2023, and will likely be doing so abroad at that, as its own property markets face a fair amount of turmoil (see story).

Similarly, the U.S. is  seeing a decline in U.S. real estate purchases overall, with high-end investor homes making up
the smallest number in the third-quarter portfolio (see story).

Looking ahead and of high concern for HNWIs as far as future house price performance is rising mortgage rates,
which rank number one amid a listing of the most pertinent perceived obstacles for this group.

While rising mortgage rates trouble the U.K., U.S. and Singapore residents most, mainland China's wealthiest cohort
skew toward a greater concern for heightened taxes.

Knight Frank's full release The Wealth Report: Prime Residential Forecast 2023 can be accessed at
https://www.knightfrank.com/research/.
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